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JARUS held its third Plenary Meeting in 2022 
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JARUS hosted its third Plenary Meeting online from November 28 to December 2, 
2022. 

Over 100 experts from national aviation authorities, regional aviation safety 
organizations, and aviation industries participated in this Plenary Meeting. 

Zia Meer, the Leader of the Working Group on Operations Organizations & Personnel 
(WG OPS ORG & PERS), presented the working group update. WG OPS ORG & 
PERS had completed the Draft Approach to Performance-based Operation in 
Category B & C during the offline meeting in Rome in October this year; the WG also 
discussed ICAO Annex 6 Part IV and operation over the high seas (Annex 2). 

Markus Farner, the Leader of the Working Group on Airworthiness (WG AW), 
presented the WG progress made on CS-UAS, Annex C, Additional requirements for 
UAS, which contain functions performed by highly complex systems, and CS-UAS 
Annex B, Control and Oversight of Multiple Simultaneous UA Operations. Both 
documents were released for internal consultation on December 5, 2022. In addition, 
WG-AW TF-2 is working on a Whitepaper, FAA D&R and EASA Light UAS 
Certification Requirements, a Factual Comparison of the FAA and EASA rules for 
smaller UAS, where they are comparable. Finally, WG-AW TF-1 develops additional 
airworthiness Requirements for HAPS/HAO in the areas where the existing 
airworthiness requirements are not sufficient to cover the particularities of 
HAPS/HAO. 

Lorenzo Murzilli, the Leader of the Working Group on Safety Risk Management (WG 
SRM), presented the WG update. The new Pre-Defined Risk Assessment document, 
PDRA-05, has been published on the JARUS website. JARUS SORA 2.5 package was 
ready for external consultation. After a long period of productive work, Lorenzo 
Murzilli decided to step down from the WG Leader position. The WG elected Jörg 
Dittrich as the new WG Leader; the Plenary unanimously approved the election. 

Craig Bloch-Hansen, the Leader of the Working Group on Automation Concept of 
Operation (WG AUTO CONOPS), updated the three documents the WG is working 
on. The WG AUTO CONOPS completed the external review of the Autonomy 
Evaluation document, completed the initial draft of the Automation of the Airspace 
document, and will present the document of Use Cases. 
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Filippo Tomasello, the Task Force Leader, presented the result of the JARUS Survey 
2022. In general, all JARUS publications saw good or dramatic increases in reported 
usefulness (e.g., C2 link & FCL saw >+40% increse). Filippo recommended the 
following survey in 2025 and a more extended time to ensure more responses. The 
JARUS Survey 2022 Task Force recommended producing more SORA-related 
deliverables, e.g., listing industry standards and developing additional PDRA based on 
publications by member states. 

Fredrik Nordstroem and John Walker, the Chairs of the Stakeholder Consultation Body 
(SCB), updated the Industry Stakeholder Body (ISB) work. ISB, the evolved successor 
of SCB, continued its support of JARUS work actively. According to the ToR of ISB, 
ISB will establish the General Assembly in January 2023 to elect the ISB Steering 
committee, the Chairs and Secretary. 

During the Plenary session, Mr. Christopher Swider from the Federal Aviation 
Administration of the United States and Mr. ZHAO Jinyu & Ms. WANG Min from the 
Civil Aviation Administration of China updated the regulation and practices on 
unmanned aviation in the two counties. 

The Plenary approved the JARUS SORA 2.5 Package for External Consultation. 

The Plenary appreciated the contributions of Lorenzo Murzilli and expressed their best 
wishes to WG SRM’s journey with the new WG leader, Jörg Dittrich.  

The Plenary also appreciated the kind contribution of Fredrick Petracchi for his work 
in the JARUS Secretariat. 

Mr. Chair, Giovanni Di Antonio, presented the highlight video of the Italian civil 
aviation authority, ENAC, and Rome as the venue city of the next spring Plenary 
Meeting. 

The JARUS family, farewell to the three years of online life and productive teamwork 
and is ready to welcome the first Plenary meeting in person in 2023 Spring.  
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Feel free to forward this message to anyone interested in JARUS work. 

Resources for Editors 

JARUS is a group of experts from 65 National Aviation Authorities (NAAs) and 
regional aviation safety organizations, as well as EASA and EUROCONTROL. 

JARUS aims to recommend a single set of technical, safety and operational 
requirements for the certification and the safe integration of Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems (UAS) in airspace and at aerodromes. Four Working Groups provide guidance 
material and recommendations to facilitate national aviation authorities and regional 
aviation safety organizations to develop their requirements and avoid unnecessary 
duplication of effort. 

General Contact: contact@jarus-rpas.org 

Website: http://jarus-rpas.org 

 
 


